
Good Day HOA Members, 

This document focuses on our Meet the Candidates Forum coming up this Thursday, October 

8th.  We invited the four Candidates to respond in writing to three important questions on the 

minds of many Villagers.  We now have each of their written responses and along with the 

three questions noted below, these will remain Website-posted through this month and 

through the November POA Voting Period: November 4 through 12, 2015.  If you read this 

before the Forum you will be informed well enough to ask follow-up questions of the 

Candidates when you attend the Forum.  Looking forward to seeing y’all there! 

Highest Regards, 

Bill Taylor, HOA President 

Questions 

1. Term Limits seem to be on the minds of all of us regarding our governance 

at all levels.  How would you amend the POA Bylaws to limit each Board 

Member’s consecutive three year terms?  Why?  If you would not, then 

why not? 

2. The prospect of a substantial Greenway Project paralleling Tellico Parkway 

from end to end has been in planning for some time partially funded with a 

POA Grant of $20,000.  Final plans are to be completed by mid-October.  

Preliminary cost estimates for this project run from $1 to $1.5 million per 

mile.  Please assume you think we need some type of new amenity like 

this.  Then, please propose your approach to a more “affordable” 

alternative design and implementation. 

3. A number of Home Owners have expressed concern about the POA recently 

taking on additional debt (to acquire the UCB building) as opposed to 

paying for new or improved facilities from current operating income or 

reserves.  What is your position on taking on New Debt? 

 

 

 
 



Mike Colacone Answers to HOA Candidates Night Questions-2015 
 

1. TERM LIMITS 
Under Article VIII amendments can be made to the By-Laws.  The 
Directors may make proposals to those changes at any meetings where 
members are present or in writing. There is another methodology, but I 
think the Board will see this as a reasonable request and the latter will 
not be necessary.  I support “term limits” for Board Members, my 
proposal is “No Board of Director will be elected to more than two full 
terms (for a total of six (6) years).” I propose incorporating it on the 
ballot in the next BoD election, thereby saving the cost of the Special 
Election and/or Special Called Meeting.  
 
In my opinion, an innovative perspective accompanies the participation 
of fresh minds.    Additionally, we should explore a way to represent all 
residents, possibly by having a candidate from each neighborhood run 
as a Board Member, creating an eight member Board of Directors.  
 
 
 

2. GREENWAY PROJECT 
Assuming I think we need this type of amenity- Walking trails already 
exist within the Village on the East side of the lake and at the wellness 
center and there are plans to expand the trail there.  TVA has provided 
parking lots along the lake for the trails that were created by members 
of the Village on the East side of the lake.  Why not explore the cost to 
improve that existing walking/hiking trail instead of expending the 
estimated $1 to $2.5 million a mile (depending on the final design) for a 
new Greenway which will increase traffic, easy criminal access and 
litter. Notwithstanding what it may take to maintain proposed 
bathrooms & the Greenway through the years. You make contributions 
to Federal and County taxes (if agreed) and Assessment dollars that 
will be spent on this project, if approved and you will be asked to pay 
more. 



 
   
 

3. NEW DEBT 
New debt for a community this size can be detrimental over time.  We 
need to consider the state of the economy over the last ten years with 
its upswings and downswings and its effects on housing starts.  Prior to 
2007 housing starts were in excess of 200, since 2007 we have 
averaged approximately 48 yearly.  It would be prudent to maintain 
existing amenities, reduce spending, build a strong reserve and prepare 
our “Repair & Maintenance” budget for a long range term without 
raising assessments every year.  These measures would make the 
community more attractive to residents and newcomers, which are 
desperately needed to purchase delinquent properties and increase 
revenue. Unbudgeted debt, for non-essential amenities create a 
hardship for a community struggling with water/sewer issues 
maintenance of roads, and existing amenities and buildings.   
 

 

Ginny Ranck Answers to HOA Candidates Night Questions-2015 

 

1. Term Limits: 

Most proposals to impose term limits occur when a minority becomes 

dissatisfied with the performance of an incumbent who continues to be 

elected by a majority. Term limits are also a way to oust those who 

“have just been there too long” but can also be seen as forcing “new 

blood” into an organization that has become stagnant.  However, I do 

not see a need for term limits for the POA Board because the downside 

arbitrarily forces good people out, outweighs any benefit that might be 

derived from forcing “new blood” into the organization. I advocate 



continuing the current process used by the TV property owners to 

decide who is best qualified to serve on the POA Board and for how 

long. Historically, it has been difficult to find candidates; term limits 

would likely worsen the situation by forcing members off the board. 

2. Greenway Project: 

The Greenway Project runs along State Road 444 for approximately 11 

miles.  The POA Board approved a one-time sum of $20,000 to support 

a “Site Study” in conjunction with a grant that was given to Loudon 

County Development Economic Agency.  At that time, the POA Board 

authorized a site study in order to better understand financial cost and 

how they may impact the POA budget.  Similar to the site studies done 

for the Wellness Center, Yacht Club and Kahite Clubhouse area, site 

studies provide a clearer understanding of timing, costs, opportunities, 

feasibility and limitations. However, the Greenway study is far from 

being a conclusive plan and does not address how the County will 

secure funding. When there are more definitive plans and funding has 

been identified, I believe the POA can evaluate the project on its merits. 

3. New Debt: 

 The issue is not “new debt” versus “serving old debt” as it is making 

smart decisions. I give high priority to maintaining and improving our 

infrastructure as a way to keep Tellico Village safe, attractive and 

marketable to property owners and future investors. The POA Board 

has consistently done this in the past. I firmly believe it will continue to 

do so. When the POA considered the UCB opportunity, we were 

mindful of the Benchmarking Study done by the Long Range Planning 

Advisory Committee and Marketing Program which highlighted the lack 

of a Welcome Center in our marketing program. The UCB property, 



being centrally located and having high visibility, was a unique 

opportunity at an excellent price. The POA did their due diligence and 

acted financially responsibly; by doing so, secured a great amenity for 

Tellico Village today and into future.  

 

Tom Lee Answers to HOA Candidates Night Questions-2015 

1. Term Limits 

 I think that term limits are necessary for local, state and national office 

holders, inasmuch as candidates need considerable funds to compete 

for office, and incumbents are in an advantageous position to raise the 

capital needed to campaign.  However, that is not the case for TVPOA 

BOD members, as very little or no funds are required.   

 We do, in effect, have term limits; however, they are called 

elections.  Terms are three years in duration, and 2-3 Board members 

are up for reelection each year.  If property owners think that Board 

members should be replaced, they have the opportunity to do so at the 

end of that Board member’s three year term.  The fact is that 

oftentimes it is difficult to find people to run for the Board, as has been 

the case for the past two years.  I am very pleased that we have four 

candidates for two seats this year. 

 

 

 

2.  Greenway Project 



Currently, we have several walking trails throughout the village (Toqua, 

Wellness Center, and Kahite).  Additionally, we have the beautiful and 

challenging East Lakeshore Trail for those more ardent hikers.  

Additionally, the Wellness Center Master Site Plan includes a more 

lengthy and challenging walking trail.  Should the Greenway project 

prove to be too costly, as current estimates may indicate, I would 

support moving ahead with the Wellness Center “Trail 2” and perhaps 

improving the trails we already have when there is sufficient demand 

for these amenities. 

 

3. New Debt   

The purchase of the UCB building was a decision on which the Board 

deliberated for approximately three months.  Many factors were 

considered, to include possible uses for the building, the attractive 

price of the building (~$200K below appraisal), the condition of the 

building and foreseeable maintenance costs, and the attractiveness of 

the financing costs offered by the bank.  We also considered 

possibilities of what other entities might be interested in acquiring the 

building and for what purpose. 

 We have taken on new debt when opportunities arise, such as the 

development of a new Welcome Center.  The same thought process 

was taken when a previous Board purchased the land from outside the 

village where the Wellness Center and the Neighborhood/5-Star 

facilities are now located.  In the case of the recent purchase, the 

benchmarking study done by the Long Range Planning Committee 

highlighted the lack of a centrally located Welcome Center as a distinct 

competitive disadvantage. With the opportunity to purchase a centrally 



located facility with high visibility, the Board acted quickly, but with due 

diligence, to take advantage of this one-time opportunity.  Financing 

the acquisition seemed to be the best course of action; the loan may be 

repaid at any time without penalty. 

 

Bruce Johnson answers to HOA Candidates Night Questions-2015 

1. Term Limits  

I would recommend that the Board amend the POA Bylaws to limit each 

Director to no more than two consecutive three-year terms.  I believe 

the Board needs more turnover and diversity.  Turnover and diversity 

fight complacency and “group think.”  They also breed new ideas and 

new ways of doing business.  Tellico Village consists of people from all 

walks of life.  Board membership should reflect this impressive array of 

people.  Membership, for example, should include people from 

neighborhoods that are not or have not been directly represented.  

Membership should also include people that have moved to Tellico 

Village within the last 10 years as well as people with varying 

experience and geographical backgrounds.  I believe term limits would 

encourage more people to become involved in the governance of this 

great community.  They would bring with them energy and enthusiasm, 

ingredients needed for growth and prosperity. 

 
 

 

2. Greenway Project  

It appears that many Tellico Village residents want some type of 

greenspace with walking and/or bike paths.  Whether it needs to be the 

Tellico Parkway Greenway Project is debatable.  We have made a $20K 



investment to determine the feasibility of the Greenway Project.  Let’s 

use this investment wisely.  We should first determine if the need is 

real.  If so, we should then look at multiple alternatives, for example, 

expanding our new Wellness Center Trail or using POA-owned interior 

lots to create walking/bike trails in each neighborhood.  Life-cycle cost 

and benefits for each alternative should be thoroughly explored.  We 

should also review similar projects for lessons.  For example, the Lions 

Club’s Pavilion Project initially sounded great and was financially 

doable.  Cost estimates grew and inquiries determined it would get 

little use and become a maintenance nightmare.  The initial project was 

ultimately terminated and a suitable project alternative was found. 

 

3. New Debt 

By nature, I am fiscally conservative.  I avoid debt as much as possible.  

Many organizations as well as people have found it difficult to put the 

lid back on the debt jar once it has been opened.  To avoid debt, major 

acquisitions should be preceded by a needs analysis and an analysis of 

alternatives to insure that we are satisfying “needs” versus “wants.”  I 

realize that debt is sometimes required, e.g., it would not be wise to 

allow our facilities/infrastructure to implode because we do not have 

enough resources to properly maintain them.  Once incurred, debt 

must be managed or it can become problematic.  We can avoid and/or 

manage debt through effective short and long-range planning.  Further, 

any debt consideration should involve the Financial Advisory 

Committee.  The Board should not act alone in these endeavors.  They 

should discuss acquisitions with the Committee and ask for 

recommendations. 

 


